
Getting to know you 

 

 

ldentity cards 

Copy this form. In pairs, ask and answer questions to fill in the form for your partner. 

Name Three things I like 

Age 

Languages spoken Three things I don’t like 

Job 

Marital status My ambition 

Children 

   

Swap forms and check that the information about you is correct. Swap partners with another pair 

and have а look at each other's forms. Ask further questions, e.g. It says here that you like art. Who 

is your favorite artist? 

 

Tell the truth 

Work in groups of three. Ask and answer questions about yourselves, but tell some lies as well. 

While you listen to the others, make а note of anything you think is а lie. Talk about these subjects. 

hobbies,       job,              house/flat,             home town,           family/friends,             background 
 

 

When you've finished, challenge each other about the things you think are lies. The winner is the 

person who included the most undetected lies. 

 

Introductions 

Take turns to introduce yourselves and those who have already introduced themselves. 

Student А, introduce yourself and say something you like.  

Student В, introduce yourself, say something you like and introduce Student А.  

Student С, introduce yourself, say something you like and introduce Students А and В.  



If someone makes а mistake, the next student starts again. Continue like this until there's only one 

student left who has not made а mistake. That person is the winner. 

Introduce and describe yourself to the class, saying where you are from and what you like, but only 

using words that begin with the same letter as your name, e.g. I'm marvelous, Maria from Mexico 

and I like mountains and mice. 

 

Guessing game 

In pairs, look at the pair sitting opposite you and make guesses about them using these ideas. Who 

do you think ... 

reads а lot of books?   eats chocolate?    likes babies?    cooks а lot?    is а bit shy?     has а pet?                  
is very tidy?      likes dancing?     is romantic?  is а rebel?       has lots of friends?     works hard?   
is very creative?     is very fit?    plays а musical instrument? 
 

 

When you have finished, join the other pair and check if your guesses were correct. 

 

 

 


